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Abstract. The amount of textual documents available in digital format
is incredibly large. Sometimes, it is impossible for a human being to man-
age and extract knowledge from a large amount of textual documents.
In order to deal with these challenges, automatic techniques to organize,
manage and extract knowledge from textual data are becoming very im-
portant nowadays. But, for the automatic techniques construct a model
and consequently extract knowledge from textual data, it is necessary
that the data be transformed in an appropriate format. The common
way to represent text collections is by using the bag-of-words approach,
in which each document is represented by a vector (Vector Space Model)
and each word in the document collection represents a dimension of the
vector. This approach has a high dimensionality and loses information
like the disposal of the words. Besides, words that cooccur may express
more information and obtain better results than single words. This work
extracts frequent itemsets to capture the co-occurring words of each doc-
ument of a collection. These frequent itemsets are used to represent the
documents in the Vector Space Model. This paper presents several ways
to model documents as transactions. To evaluate the predictive power of
the extracted features, experiments using classification algorithms with
different inductive bias were carried out. The obtained results demon-
strated that the proposed approach is similar to the bag-of-words ap-
proach and can keep the relationship between the words of a text, that
showed to be very useful in some situations. Moreover, in some cases
the proposed approach has a much lower dimensionality than the bag-
of-words and with better results.
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1 Introduction

The amount of information available in digital format at the world wide web has
been increasing incessantly. Estimates in 2009 showed that in 2008 above 487
billions of gigabyte in the digital universe. The forecast for 2012 is that there
will be 5 times the amount of bits added in the digital universe compared to
2008 [1].



Most of the data in the digital universe is in the non-structured format,
and part of this non-structured data is in the text format, like e-mails, reports,
papers, and web-pages contents. It is impossible for humans to organize and
extract useful knowledge from this huge amount of data. To support people in
these tasks, Text Mining techniques are fundamental.

In order to make textual data useful, it is necessary that they are represented
in an appropriated way for the pattern-extraction. The most used way to rep-
resent textual documents is the Vector Space Model (VSM) [2]. In this model,
each document is represented by a vector, and each position of this vector cor-
responds to features (dimension) of a document collection. These features can
be single words, set of n words, or phrases.

An approach based on the VSM and the most used in Text Mining is the
bag-of-words. This approach is extremely simple. Each word in a collection of
documents becomes a dimension (feature) in the vector space. This approach
presents a high dimensionality, a high sparsity data, and does not place the
words in the proper order. For instance, it is not possible to distinguish the
sentences “The police kicked the thief” and “The thief kicked the police” if they
are represented in a SVM.

Besides, words that cooccur in a document can carry more information than a
set of words spread in a document [3]. An example from [4] highlights this point.
Consider the phrase “machine learning”. That phrase has an specific meaning
that is distinct of the words “machine” and “ learning” separately. Also consider
a situation that a rule classifier is being used, and the classes to be learned are
“Artificial Intelligence”, “Machine Tools” and “Education”. It is likely that the
phrase “machine learning” gets a high information gain for the class “Artificial
Intelligence”, even that each word individually gets a low information gain, due
the fact that the word “machine” can occur in the classes “Artificial Intelligence”
and “Machine Tools”, and the word “ learning” can occur in the classes “Artifi-
cial Intelligence” and “Education”. In this case, a potential and useful rule like
“machine” & “ learning” → “Artificial Intelligence” would never be learned.

With this, a lot of researches have proposed the enrichment of the bag-of-
words approach ([5], [6], [7], [8], [4], [9]). This enrichment consists of the use of
sets of n words (n-grams). However, for small values of n, the number of different
features that can be generated grows monotonically with n. Then, an efficient
algorithm to generate n-grams is desirable [9].

According to these observations, this paper proposes an approach that keeps
the relationship among the words. This approach extracts n-grams from each
document of a collection using the Apriori algorithm [10], that is used to discover
the frequent itemsets of a dataset. The intention is to reduce the dimensionality
of the bag-of-words, since all the words of a document content will not be used as
features, but only the words that occur with a frequency above a certain thresh-
old, and the words that cooccur during the document. Moreover the coocurring
words can generate models that obtain better results, and can be useful in some
situations like cluster labelling.



Since the features of each document were extracted using the frequent item-
sets, the bag-of-words and the proposed approach will be compared in the text
classification task, besides the analysis of the dimensions produced by both ap-
proaches.

This text is divided as follow: Section 2 presents the proposed approach
for the extraction of frequent itemsets from textual documents. Different ways
to obtain the transactions from de documents will be explored. In Section 3
the experiments carried out with the different configurations of the proposed
approach for 8 document collections are shown. Finally, Section 4 presents the
conclusions and future works.

2 Frequent Itemsets Extraction from Textual Documents

The goal of this paper is to extract the frequent itemsets from textual documents
and use these frequent itemsets as document features in the VSM. The frequent
itemsets are items that occur and co-occur frequently in a transaction set, where
each transaction is compounded by a set of items. Then, to extract the frequent
itemsets from documents its necessary to transform the document into a set
of transactions. This paper will explore three ways on how to transform a text
document in a set of the transactions: considering sentences as transactions,
considering paragraphs as transactions, and considering the words in a sliding
window as transactions.

The intent to explore the frequent itemsets of a document, instead of explor-
ing the frequent itemsets of a document collection, is to avoid the high number
of features of a document collection, and also to avoid the elimination of fea-
tures due the low occurrence of documents of some category. Another point to be
highlighted, is that, when frequent itemsets are extracted from “pieces” of a doc-
ument, instead of a collections of documents, more significant terms extracted
will be obtained, since they are related in specific contexts of the document, and
not simply set of words spread by the documents of a collection.

To illustrate this approach, consider the following text about Data Mining
taken from Wikipedia1:

Data mining is the process of extracting patterns from data. Data mining is becoming an
increasingly important tool to transform this data into information. It is commonly used in a
wide range of profiling practices, such as marketing, surveillance, fraud detection and scientific
discovery.
Data mining can be used to uncover patterns in data but is often carried out only on samples
of data. The mining process will be ineffective if the samples are not a good representation
of the larger body of data. Data mining cannot discover patterns that may be present in the
larger body of data if those patterns are not present in the sample being "mined". Inability to
find patterns may become a cause for some disputes between customers and service providers.
Therefore data mining is not foolproof but may be useful if sufficiently representative data
samples are collected. The discovery of a particular pattern in a particular set of data does not
necessarily mean that a pattern is found elsewhere in the larger data from which that sample
was drawn. An important part of the process is the verification and validation of patterns on
other samples of data.

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_mining (May 13, 2010)



For each document of a collection, the preprocessing steps of the Text Mining
process can be applied, like stopwords removal, and stemming. Since the prepro-
cessing steps were applied, the text can be transformed into a set of transactions.
This paper explores three ways to transform a text into a set of transactions:
considering sentences as transactions, considering paragraphs as transactions,
and considering a words in a sliding window as transactions. The Table 1 shows
the transactions considering the sentences of the example text.

After obtaining the transactions of a textual document, it is possible to ex-
tract the frequent itemsets. Table 2 presents an example considering the sen-
tences as transactions and using a minimum support of 30%, that is, obtaining
only items that occur, and set of items that co-occur at least in 30% of the trans-
actions. The frequent itemsets extracted from a document, that are constituted
by n-words (n-grams) will be the features that will represent the document in
the VSM.

Table 1. Transactions obtained considering the sentences of the example.
1. data mine process extract pattern data
2. data mine increasingli import tool transform data inform
3. commonli wide rang profil practic market surveil fraud detect scientif discoveri
4. data mine uncov pattern data carri sampl data
5. mine process ineffect sampl good represent larger bodi data
6. data mine discov pattern present larger bodi data pattern present sampl mine
7. inabl find pattern disput custom servic provid
8. data mine foolproof suffici repres data sampl collect
9. discoveri pattern set data necessarili pattern found larger data sampl drawn
10. import part process verif valid pattern sampl data

Table 2. Example of frequent itemsets extracted from the example text considering
sentences as transactions and using a minimun support of 30%.

process (30.0%) larger sampl (30.0%) data sampl (60.0%)
larger (30.0%) data larger (30.0%) data larger sampl (30.0%)
mine (60.0%) mine pattern (30.0%) data mine pattern (30.0%)
pattern (60.0%) mine sampl (40.0%) data mine sampl (40.0%)
sampl (60.0%) data mine (60.0%) data pattern sampl (40.0%)
data (80.0%) pattern sampl (40.0%)
data process (30.0%) data pattern (50.0%)

In this work the items of the itemset are sorted lexicographically to avoid the
generation of features like “data_sample” and “sample_data”. It can be highlited
that the items also can be sorted according to their positions in the document.

The overall step to extract the features from each textual document using the
frequent itemsets can be summarized in Figure 1. Since these steps are applied
to all the documents of a collection, it is possible to construct a document-term
matrix and then to apply the algorithms of pattern extraction.

Fig. 1. Steps to get the features of a document using frequent itemsets.



3 Experiments and Results

To evaluate the proposed approach, experiments using 8 textual document col-
lections (TDC) of proceedings from the ACM digital library2 were carried out.
Each collection has 5 classes and approximately 90 documents per class.

The experiments followed the steps presented in the section 2. In the step
referring to the conversion of a document to transaction, the stopwords were
removed, and the words were stemmized using the Porter’s algorithm [11]3. Also
in this step, six possibilities to transform a text into transaction were considered:
sentences as transaction, paragraphs as transactions, and sliding windows of size
5, 10, 20, and 30 as transaction.

After transforming the documents into transactions, the Apriori algorithm
was used to extract frequent itemsets [12]. For each way to convert a document
into transactions, a set of minimum support thresholds was used. Table 3 shows
the thresholds used in the experiments. The values of the minimum supports
was defined based on previous experiments.

Table 3. Minimum support used in the experiments.
Type of Trans. Min. Sup. Values Type of Transaction Min. Sup. Values
Sentence 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6% Sliding Wind.: size 10 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%
Paragraph 9%, 10%, 11%, 12%, 13% Sliding Wind.: size 20 6%, 7%, 8%, 9%, 10%
Sliding Wind.: size 5 0.6%, 0.8%, 1%, 2%, 3% Sliding Wind.: size 30 10%, 11%, 12%, 13%, 14%

Table 4 presents the number of features obtained for each way of modeling the
transaction with the minimum support used, called configuration. The number of
features obtained with the bag-of-words approach is also presented in the table.

It can be noticed that some of the minimum support used made the approach
obtain a lower number of features than the bag-of-words approach for some
collections. it can also be noticed that most of the time, the minimum support
variations cause an proportional variation to the number of features.

Another point to be highlighted is that the value of the minimum support
must be higher when using sliding windows with a small size than when using
sliding windows with larger sizes.

To compare the features obtained by both approaches, 2 classification algo-
rithms were used: Naïve Bayes (probabilistic learning), and J48 (decision tree
based learning) [13]. This work will presente the results obtained with the two
first minimum supports used for each way of converting texts into a set of transac-
tions. The results with all the minimum supports used in this work are presented
in [14], including results obtained using other classification algorithms.

For each classification algorithm, the 10-fold cross validation proceeding was
used. The metric used to compare the obtained results was the classification error
rate. For the proposed and the bag-of-words approach, binary weights were used,
that is, the cells of the term-document matrix indicate the occurrence/absence
of an word/frequent itemset in a document.

2 http://portal.acm.org/dl.cfm?coll=portal&dl=ACM&CFID=25286060&CFTOKEN=
97119727

3 http://tartarus.org/ martin/PorterStemmer/java.txt



Table 4. Number of features generated by each configuration and the bag-of-words
approach for each textual document collection (TDC) used in the experiments.

Representation TDC 1 TDC 2 TDC 3 TDC 4 TDC 5 TDC 6 TDC 7 TDC 8
Bag of Words 38352 43844 37498 47830 36688 52198 50732 45886
Sent. 2% 42324 45624 51532 37077 47814 37521 37309 45975
Sent. 3% 16105 17007 20260 14883 17549 15337 14798 18546
Sent. 4% 8251 8762 10494 7777 8984 8072 7791 9780
Sent. 5% 4995 5406 5970 4677 5537 5075 4841 6012
Sent. 6% 3396 3580 3927 3119 3756 3576 3256 4077
Par. 9% 52975 60702 70405 108554 80594 58487 40381 50658
Par. 10% 36542 37802 46299 34411 45511 32674 26664 35872
Par. 11% 24814 25852 34730 21975 32538 23953 19137 25539
Par. 12% 17848 18530 23420 16563 22093 18368 14061 18828
Par. 13% 13507 13144 16003 12853 16421 12507 10634 14065
Wind. 5 0,6% 54286 66359 58290 55279 62201 60790 55299 60046
Wind. 5 0,8% 32000 36957 33803 31850 35142 35978 33254 35741
Wind. 5 1% 19688 22761 20710 19586 21568 22215 20923 22522
Wind. 5 2% 6465 7307 6659 6215 6978 7314 6953 7598
Wind. 5 3% 3606 3934 3609 3392 3864 4024 3866 4191
Wind. 10 2% 44493 53240 49690 46415 49598 51215 47275 52526
Wind. 10 3% 20236 23827 22299 20744 22503 23311 21982 24261
Wind. 10 4% 10930 12900 12045 11261 12155 12779 11989 13382
Wind. 10 5% 7272 8385 7835 7239 7959 8444 7846 8847
Wind. 10 6% 5036 5804 5431 4999 5550 5973 5468 6157
Wind. 20 6% 40015 49424 46988 42613 45592 46233 42575 48386
Wind. 20 7% 27803 33497 32348 29193 31642 31807 29827 33656
Wind. 20 8% 19647 23977 22758 21099 22653 22533 21163 23957
Wind. 20 9% 14691 17681 16897 15682 16843 16666 15740 17709
Wind. 20 10% 12340 13572 12996 12021 12867 12726 12149 13678
Wind. 30 10% 46572 59747 56431 51480 55171 55567 47746 54164
Wind. 30 11% 35409 44654 42681 38549 41919 41792 36411 41180
Wind. 30 12% 27535 34367 32936 29812 32436 32170 28522 32007
Wind. 30 13% 21728 27149 26039 23724 25774 25388 22616 25637
Wind. 30 14% 17573 21805 20953 19032 20757 20282 18252 20638

To compare the differences of the different minimum supports used, the sev-
eral ways of transaction modeling, and our approach with the bag-of-words, the
statistical test SNK (Student-Newman-Keuls) was used. In this work the sym-
bols (N), (H), e (•) will be used to represent the results of statistical significances
when they are superior, inferior or insignificant respectively.

The next sections will present the results obtained for each classification
algorithm and the evaluations carried out.

3.1 Naïve Bayes

This subsection presents the results obtained using the classification algorithm
Naïve Bayes. Table 5 shows the results obtained using this classification algo-
rithm. We can notice that in 5 out of 8 collections, the smallest error rate was
obtained using some variation of our approach. The smallest average error among
the 8 collections was also obtained by our approach (using a sliding window of
size 5, with 0,6% minimum support).

Table 6 shows the results of the statistical tests applied to check how the
minimum support variation affects the results. We can notice that the bigger the
the window, less difference are verified. For example, the sliding windows of size
20 and 30 do not have statistical difference among their minimum support used.



For the other variations, in general, there were statistical differences between the
lowest minimum support and the biggest minimum support.

Table 5. Naïve Bayes error rates for the different configurations.
Repres. TDC 1 TDC 2 TDC 3 TDC 4 TDC 5 TDC 6 TDC 7 TDC 8 Aver.

Bag of Words *5,51 7,80 7,55 11,42 *2,76 7,29 7,89 *5,86 7,01± 0,14 ± 0,10 ± 0,14 ± 0,08 ± 0,09 ± 0,10 ± 0,10 ± 0,14

Sent. 2% 10,55 5,12 5,91 2,03 6,79 4,34 6,61 8,69 6,26± 0,20 ± 0,14 ± 0,15 ± 0,09 ± 0,16 ± 0,13 ± 0,16 ± 0,18

Sent. 3% 11,56 4,88 6,38 2,28 6,58 3,88 4,69 8,08 6,04± 0,21 ± 0,14 ± 0,15 ± 0,10 ± 0,16 ± 0,12 ± 0,14 ± 0,18

Par. 10% 12,56 5,12 7,33 4,57 9,55 6,39 7,25 9,70 7,81± 0,22 ± 0,14 ± 0,16 ± 0,14 ± 0,18 ± 0,15 ± 0,16 ± 0,18

Par. 11% 12,06 5,61 7,09 5,33 8,07 5,71 7,25 9,90 7,63± 0,21 ± 0,15 ± 0,16 ± 0,13 ± 0,17 ± 0,14 ± 0,16 ± 0,19

Wind. 5 0,6% 8,27 3,66 4,09 *0,51 2,97 *2,52 *2,99 7,47 *4,06± 0,18 ± 0,12 ± 0,12 ± 0,05 ± 0,11 ± 0,10 ± 0,11 ± 0,17

Wind. 5 0,8% 9,77 *2,93 *3,37 0,76 5,31 2,97 4,90 6,46 4,56± 0,19 ± 0,11 ± 0,12 ± 0,06 ± 0,14 ± 0,11 ± 0,14 ± 0,16

Wind. 10 2% 9,27 3,90 3,85 1,27 6,16 3,20 4,48 7,88 5,00± 0,19 ± 0,12 ± 0,12 ± 0,07 ± 0,15 ± 0,11 ± 0,13 ± 0,17

Wind. 10 3% 11,03 4,39 4,57 1,27 7,22 4,58 4,26 9,29 5,83± 0,21 ± 0,13 ± 0,13 ± 0,07 ± 0,16 ± 0,13 ± 0,13 ± 0,19

Wind. 20 6% 10,78 3,90 4,33 1,27 6,79 4,36 4,26 9,09 5,60± 0,20 ± 0,12 ± 0,13 ± 0,07 ± 0,16 ± 0,13 ± 0,13 ± 0,18

Wind. 20 7% 10,78 5,12 4,09 1,52 6,58 3,67 4,26 9,70 5,72± 0,20 ± 0,14 ± 0,13 ± 0,08 ± 0,16 ± 0,12 ± 0,13 ± 0,19

Wind. 30 10% 10,03 4,88 4,09 1,52 6,58 4,36 4,48 9,49 5,68± 0,20 ± 0,14 ± 0,12 ± 0,08 ± 0,16 ± 0,13 ± 0,13 ± 0,19

Wind. 30 11% 11,28 4,63 5,05 1,78 7,22 4,59 4,90 9,29 6,09± 0,21 ± 0,13 ± 0,14 ± 0,08 ± 0,17 ± 0,13 ± 0,14 ± 0,19

To make the comparison with the bag-of-words, the best minimum support
for each way of modeling transactions was chosen, that is, the minimum support
that was statistically better than the other minimum supports for some type of
transaction modelling. If no statistical difference was verified, the minimum sup-
port that obtained the lower average was chosen. Table 7 presents the results of
the statistical tests with the best configurations and the bag-of-words approach.

We can notice that all the variations of our approach are statistically equal
to the bag-of-words approach. Besides, some variations like sentences with 3%
minimum support, paragraphs with 11% minimum support, and the sliding win-
dow of size 30 and with 10% minimum support has a much lower number of
features in comparison with the bag-of-words.

Table 6. Naïve Bayes - statistical test realized for the minimum support variation.
Sentences Paragraphs Sliding Window: size 5

2% 3% 4% 5% 6%
2% - • • N N
3% • - • N N
4% • • - N N
5% H H H - N
6% H H H H -

10% 11% 12% 13% 14%
10% - • • • N
11% • - • • N
12% • • - • N
13% • • • - •
14% H H H • -

0,6% 0,8% 1% 2% 3%
0,6% - • • N N
0,8% • - • N N
1% • • - N N
2% H H H - •
3% H H H • -

Sliding Window: size 10 Sliding Window: size 20 Sliding Window: size 30
2% 3% 4% 5% 6%

2% - N • N N
3% • - • • N
4% • • - • N
5% • • • - N
6% H • H H -

6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
6% - • • • •
7% • - • • •
8% • • - • •
9% • • • - •
10% • • • • -

10% 11% 12% 13% 14%
10% - • • • •
11% • - • • •
12% • • - • •
13% • • • - •
14% • • • • -



Table 7. Naïve Bayes - statistical test among the best configurations and the bag-of-
words approach.

Bag of Words Sent. 3% Par. 11% Wind. 5 0,6% Wind. 10 2% Wind. 20 9% Wind. 30 10%
Bag of Words - • • • • • •

Sent. 3% • - • • • • •
Par. 11% • • - • • • •

Wind. 5 0,6% • • • - • • •
Wind. 10 2% • • • • - • •
Wind. 20 9% • • • • • - •
Wind. 30 10% • • • • • • -

3.2 J48

This subsection presents the results obtained using the classification algorithm
J48. Table 8 presents the results obtained using this classification algorithm. We
can notice that just in 3 out of 8 collections, the smallest error rate was obtained
using some variation of our approach. The smallest average error among the 8
collections was obtained by the bag-of-words.

Table 8. J48 error rates for the different configurations.
Repres. TDC 1 TDC 2 TDC 3 TDC 4 TDC 5 TDC 6 TDC 7 TDC 8 Aver.

Bag of Words *11,53 *7,07 12,97 *6,09 *14,01 11,62 11,30 *10,30 *10,61± 0,22 ± 0,19 ± 0,22 ± 0,13 ± 0,22 ± 0,20 ± 0,20 ± 0,20

Sent. 2% 21,11 11,46 14,18 9,14 19,11 14,38 9,38 22,42 15,15± 0,28 ± 0,21 ± 0,22 ± 0,19 ± 0,27 ± 0,23 ± 0,19 ± 0,29

Sent. 3% 24,37 17,32 13,71 10,41 20,59 18,04 10,87 27,27 17,82± 0,30 ± 0,25 ± 0,23 ± 0,19 ± 0,27 ± 0,25 ± 0,20 ± 0,31

Par. 10% 22,86 16,10 16,78 12,94 20,81 16,90 13,01 30,10 18,69± 0,29 ± 0,25 ± 0,25 ± 0,22 ± 0,27 ± 0,25 ± 0,22 ± 0,33

Par. 11% 25,88 16,83 17,02 14,47 23,35 18,26 11,09 29,49 19,55± 0,30 ± 0,25 ± 0,25 ± 0,23 ± 0,29 ± 0,25 ± 0,20 ± 0,32

Wind. 5 0,6% 14,79 14,88 *9,62 6,60 15,71 *7,55 13,01 17,17 12,42± 0,24 ± 0,24 ± 0,19 ± 0,16 ± 0,25 ± 0,17 ± 0,22 ± 0,26

Wind. 5 0,8% 17,04 10,24 10,34 7,61 20,17 11,90 13,86 20,00 13,9± 0,25 ± 0,20 ± 0,20 ± 0,17 ± 0,27 ± 0,21 ± 0,23 ± 0,27

Wind. 10 2% 17,29 9,27 11,06 8,38 19,11 10,53 13,01 22,02 13,83± 0,26 ± 0,18 ± 0,21 ± 0,18 ± 0,27 ± 0,20 ± 0,22 ± 0,29

Wind. 10 3% 16,54 11,95 14,42 10,15 21,66 14,65 1± 0,66 27,88 15,99± 0,25 ± 0,21 ± 0,23 ± 0,20 ± 0,28 ± 0,24 ± 0,19 ± 0,32

Wind. 20 6% 19,30 14,15 14,18 10,66 18,90 14,68 9,59 29,70 16,39± 0,27 ± 0,23 ± 0,23 ± 0,20 ± 0,27 ± 0,24 ± 0,19 ± 0,33

Wind. 20 7% 20,30 11,71 13,46 11,68 19,75 17,20 11,51 21,62 15,9± 0,27 ± 0,21 ± 0,23 ± 0,21 ± 0,27 ± 0,25 ± 0,20 ± 0,28

Wind. 30 10% 19,80 13,17 14,42 10,41 20,17 18,12 *8,96 26,26 16,41± 0,27 ± 0,22 ± 0,23 ± 0,20 ± 0,27 ± 0,26 ± 0,18 ± 0,31

Wind. 30 11% 20,80 14,88 13,94 9,64 22,29 16,06 10,23 27,27 16,89± 0,28 ± 0,24 ± 0,23 ± 0,19 ± 0,28 ± 0,25 ± 0,20 ± 0,31

Table 9 presents the results of the statistical tests applied to verify how the
minimum support variation affects the results. We can notice that the smallest
minimum supports was superior to the biggest minimum supports.

To make the comparison with the bag-of-words, the best minimum support for
each way of the variations of our approach was chosen again. Table 10 presents
the results of the statistical tests. We can notice that the bag-of-words approach
was statistically superior to most of the sliding window variations, except for
the sliding window of size 5, and the use of paragraphs as transactions obtained
worse results to the other approaches.



Table 9. J48 - statistical test realized for the minimum support variation.
Sentences Paragraphs Sliding Window: size 5

2% 3% 4% 5% 6%
2% - N N N N
3% H - • N N
4% H • - • N
5% H H • - •
6% H H H • -

10% 11% 12% 13% 14%
10% - • N N N
11% • - • • N
12% H • - • •
13% H • • - •
14% H H • • -

0,6% 0,8% 1% 2% 3%
0,6% - • • N N
0,8% • - • • N
1% • • - • N
2% • • • - •
3% H H H • -

Sliding Window: size 10 Sliding Window: size 20 Sliding Window: size 30
2% 3% 4% 5% 6%

2% - N N N N
3% H - • • N
4% H • - • N
5% H • • - N
6% H H H H -

6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
6% - • • • N
7% • - N N N
8% H • - • •
9% H • • - •
10% H H • • -

10% 11% 12% 13% 14%
10% - • N N N
11% • - • • •
12% H • - • •
13% H • • - •
14% H • • • -

Table 10. J48 - statistical test among the best configurations and the bag-of-words
approach.

Bag of Words Sent. 2% Par. 10% Wind. 5 0,6% Wind. 10 2% Wind. 20 7% Wind. 30 10%
Bag of Words - • N • N N N

Sent. 2% • - N • • • •
Par. 10% H H - H H • •

Wind. 5 0,6% • • N - • N N
Wind. 10 2% H • N • - • •
Wind. 20 7% H • • H • - •
Wind. 30 10% H • • H • -

4 Conclusions

The vector space model is the most used and the most practical representation
of document collections so that automatic techniques can construct a model and
extract knowledge from textual data. The most used approach based on the
vector space model, the bag-of-words approach, uses each word in a document
collection as a dimension (feature) of the vector space model. However, this
approach has a high dimensionality, besides the fact of using a set of words
instead of single words can be more useful to the knowledge extraction of textual
data.

The generation of set of words to represent the documents of a collection
can produce a number of features much higher than the bag-of-words approach
and, also spoil the quality of the knowledge extracted. This paper proposed an
approach to represent documents in the vector space model using the frequent
itemsets obtained from each document of a collection. This approach can ex-
tract a set of words that cooccur in the documents and also can decrease the
dimensionality without affecting the quality of the obtained results.

Several ways to transform the documents into transactions were presented to
obtain of the frequent itemsets, using the sentences as transactions, paragraphs
as transactions, and sliding windows with different sizes as transactions.

The variations of the proposed approach and the bag-of-words approach was
tested using classification algorithms. The results showed that, in general, our
approach is similar to the bag-of-words. Most ot the time, the use of paragraphs
as transactions presented worse results than the other ways of modeling trans-
actions, and the use of the windows of size 5 produced the best results.

It must be highlighted that the proposed approach can keep the relationship
among the words of a text, that showed to be very useful in some situations of



classification, and this also can be useful in other situations like extract descrip-
tors from a textual document collection, and information retrieval. Besides, in
some cases, the proposed approach has a much lower dimensionality than the
bag-of-words and presents better results.

As future work the proposed approach will be applied for other text collec-
tions with different sizes of documents. A way to obtain the minimum support
value analyzing the number of transactions and the number of terms present in
a document will also be explored.
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